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Abstract
Many educational resources and objects have been developed as Java applets or
applications. One can access these resources by simply downloading them from different
repositories. In many instances, it is necessary to share these resources in real-time, such
as when an instructor teaches remote students how to use a certain resource or explaining
to them the theory behind it. We have developed some tools for this purpose. These tools,
which emulate a virtual classroom, are primarily designed for synchronous sharing of
resources. They enable participants to share Java objects in real time and also allow the
instructor to dynamically manage the tele-learning session.

1. Introduction
Since the advent of the Internet, the computing and communications industry has
progressed very rapidly. Today, any user with a desktop computer can access and share
multimedia documents with others through the Internet. It seems certain that in the near
future every person, no matter where located geographically, will be equipped with some
sort of network computing capability, either by means of conventional desktop
computing or through information appliances. This not only means that geographicallydistributed people will be able to easily communicate, but also “collaborate”; i.e., share
multimedia documents and applications. Examples are joint editing, whiteboarding, joint
browsing, and multi-user presentations, used in a variety of applications such as
conferencing, collaborative design, training and telelearning.
Having noticed the above paradigm, the education community has started to conduct
research on how to best utilize this global connectivity to facilitate and evolve education.

One of these advancements is the creation of repositories of educational resources, where
Java applets and applications can be downloaded and used for educational purposes [14] .
Java is used to eliminate the platform/operating system problem of heterogeneous
environments, such that users wouldn’t have to be restricted in their choice of a resource.
This is specially important for tele-learning and distance education since some users
might choose UNIX-workstations, while others might prefer Windows 95/98/NT or
Macintosh. But with the introduction of Java it became possible to overcome these
problems.
Another interesting issue that arises is how to share these resources among
geographically distributed people? For example, imagine a virtual classroom, with
participants from different parts of the world, where an instructor wants to discuss a
specific topic using one of these Java resources. It is necessary for the participants to
have the same view of the Java applet or application in real time. This signals the need
for a sharing tool.
1.1 Web-based learning
There has been much interest in Web-based tools for telelearning. One can use e-mail,
newsgroup, chat rooms, and other tools which are readily available. But for efficient
resource sharing one needs tools specifically designed for such purpose. These tools can
be used to share educational resources and they can generally be categorized into two
groups: synchronous tools and asynchronous tools. Synchronous tools are those that
allow sharing of resources in real-time, such as [1] [3] [7] [12] , and require users to be
online at the same time. Asynchronous tools, such as Virtual U. [9] , allow for mostly offline communication and sharing. Notice that these two methods are complementary
technologies, not necessarily competing. Some researchers mistakenly choose to adopt
only one method, but in fact you need both synchronous and asynchronous resource
sharing for a complete system. Our research; however, is focused on the synchronous
type. With this in mind, let us have a look at some basics about synchronous sharing.
1.2 Fundamentals of Real-Time Sharing
Basically speaking, the core technology behind any synchronous collaboration tool is a
mechanism to enable a user to send updates to other users about the interactions that are

made to a shared application, as illustrated in figure 1. For example, when one user draws
a line on a whiteboard, the system informs the whiteboards of other users so that they
also draw the same line. The mechanisms to propagate these “updates” vary according to
the design or intended use of the system. Some systems send graphical display updates of
the portion of the screen that was changed; the receiver simply redraws that portion using
the graphics update. Some other systems send the system's graphical events that were
generated as a result of a user’s interaction, the receivers then process the events as if
generated locally; hence reproducing the interaction at every user [6] [7]. Another
approach is the use of object tokens, whereby an update message is preceded by a token
that defines the semantic of that update message. By looking at the token, the receivers
can determine what action to perform; for example draw a line, erase an area, etc. [12].
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Figure 1. A generic collaboration system
All of these approaches can be implemented using a centralized or fully distributed
communication infrastructure. Furthermore, they can be implemented as real-time or
near-real-time systems. However, they all have one thing in common: they all must use
reliable communication, such as TCP or Reliable Multicast (RM), for their update
messages. Although suitable for real-time video/audio data transfer, unreliable
communication such as UDP or regular multicasting is not suitable for the transfer of
application update messages since these applications, by nature, cannot afford to lose any
update data.
To optimize the use of bandwidth and compensate for latency, we have to choose an
approach that sends as small amount of information as possible for the updates. Graphics
updates are therefore not suitable because of their bulkiness and heavy use of bandwidth.

Event updates and object tokens are better candidates. Object tokens are heavily based on
the specific application, and must in fact be hard-coded into the shared application - an
approach, which is not transparent. We have used both the event update and the object
token technique in our tools.
In addition to dissemination of update messages, a collaboration system must also
address issues such as latecomers, floor control, awareness, synchronization, and
management. However, detailed discussion about these issues is outside the scope of this
paper and can be found in other literature such as [12] .
In the next two sections we will present two resource sharing tools. The Java-Enabled
Telecollaboration System (JETS), has been developed at the Multimedia Communications
Research Laboratory (MCRLab) at the University of Ottawa, Canada, under funding
from the national Telearning Network of Centers of Excellence. The second system, Java
Application Sharing in Multiuser INteractive Environments (JASMINE), is a
collaborative effort between the MCRLab and the KOM Laboratory at the Darmstadt
University of Technology in Germany.

2. JETS 2000
Figure 2 below shows a screenshot of a sample JETS session.

Figure 2. A sample JETS session with shared applets and A/V conferencing.

As can be seen from figure 2, JETS consists of many utilities that enable multimedia
viewing and sharing. The following section briefly describes these utilities.
2.1 Utilities
Presentation
Using the JETS whiteboard, which can be used for shared color drawings, one has the
ability to bring up presentations. JETS is capable of bringing slides from the Web server
and displaying them. These slides can be PowerPoint slides saved in HTML format, or
simple sequences of images. Participants can annotate on these slides in the same way as
the images.
Pictures
The whiteboard is capable of bringing up images in JPEG or GIF format from the Web
server and displaying them inside the whiteboard. The users can then annotate on these
images and start a discussion. The built-in locking mechanism of JETS is used to forbid
modification of the same object at the same time by more than one user.
Chat
The whiteboard also facilitates user conversations by a having a shared chat space which
can be used by participants to exchange textual massages. The chat space is useful in
cases where audio access is not available.
Video
A very useful feature of JETS is its ability to play ITU-T H.263 [13] compliant video in
the whiteboard. The video must be stored on the Web server. When a user opens a video
file and starts playing it, the video data is streamed down to all participants, decoded in
real-time (processor permitting), and displayed in their whiteboard. Users can also play
the video frame-by-frame as well as annotate on a frozen frame.

3D Viewing
Another applet is a simple shared 3D viewer for VRML files which permits real-time
collaborative interaction with simple VRML objects. The applet brings from the server
simple VRML 1.0 files and displays them in wireframe mode. A user can then
collaboratively interact with the 3D scene, with all the rotations, moving, and zooming
reflected on all participants' screens.
A/V Conferencing and Recording
The Java Video Conference Recorder (J-VCR) tool further enhances JETS by providing
services for audio/video conferencing, recording a session, and playback of a recorded
session. J-VCR can record the session in the Synchronous Multimedia Integration
Language (SMIL) format, which is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard. As
a result, any SMIL-player such as RealNetwork’s RealPlayer can be used to playback the
recorded session [12] .
2.2 Moderation
Managing a shared session is a very important ability, specially for telelearning. An
instructor can use this ability to moderate a session, as in the real world moderation of a
classroom or meeting. Figure 3 below shows these abilities in JETS.
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Figure 3. Moderation Abilities in JETS 2000.
As shown in figure 3a, an instructor, who has logged into the session with special
password, can enable moderation by pressing the moderation button. After this, any

participant wishing to interact with the shared applications must ask for permission by
pressing the permission button. The moderator will then receive a permission request
which can be granted or denied (fig 3b). Should the moderator decide to grant
permission, the participant sees a green light on the permission button (fig 3c) and can
interact with the application. The moderator can “cut off” any participant by pressing the
cut button next to the participant’s name.
2.3 Architecture
JETS is a framework that permits sharing of Java applets. Since JETS uses the core Java
packages, users don’t need to install any additional Java classes on their system. This
allows any user to access JETS and share applets with a Java-enabled browser. From a
developer’s point of view, JETS can be regarded as a set of Application Programming
Interfaces (API) that the developer can use to build shared resources. It provides the
developer with built-in consistency, access control, and data passing.
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Figure 4. Client-Server communication in JETS
JETS uses a multithreaded server as shown in figure 4, where the main server launches a
sub-server for each user joining the session. The sub-server is responsible for processing
only the update messages or requests coming in from its own client. Once the sub-server
receives the update message, it will send it to all other clients in the session. This will
create a fast system response, at the expense of more resources utilized due to sub-server
threads. However, usually only one client at a time can control and interact with an

application (due to floor control as we will see), and most threads will simply be waiting
For its client-server communication, JETS uses TCP/IP and UDP/IP sockets. In figure 4,
when client 1 does some interaction with application A, his actions are reflected to data
server 1 which runs as part of Server A for application A. Next, data server 1 relays the
actions of client 1 to other clients which are listed in a client list on Server A. Finally,
application A of client 2 receives those actions and reflects them on the screen of client 2.

3. JASMINE
JETS requires Java applets or applications to explicitly utilize its API in order to become
shareable. While this is doable most of the time, it is sometimes difficult or impossible to
modify the source code of a resource. There’s therefore a need for a system that can
transparently share resources without the need to modify the code for the resource.
Enter JASMINE: a Java resource sharing tool that allows applets and applications to be
shared transparently without any modification [2] . Figure 5 illustrates the overall
concept, where the JASMINE framework wraps around an applet that is to be shared (fig
5a). The framework listens to all events occurring in the graphical user interface of the
applet and transmits these events to all other participants in order to be reconstructed
there. The framework captures both Java AWT-based and Swing-based events. After
capturing the event, it is sent to the communication module where the event is sent to all
other participants in the session (fig 5b).
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Figure 5. JASMINE’s Architecture.

In the next section we describe how JASMINE is able to share resources without any
modification to the resources’ source code.

3.1 Client side
The JASMINE client can be seen as a component adapter. Every event occurring at the
graphical user interface of the application is sent to this adapter, which then sends the
events to the collaboration server (JASMINE-Server). The client is a Java application,
which consists of the following components:
•

Collaboration Manager

•

Component Adapter

•

Listener Adapter

•

Event Adapter

These components are discussed next.

3.1.1 Collaboration Manager
The Collaboration Manager is the main component on the client side and provides the
user with a graphical interface offering options such as joining the session, starting and
sharing applications/applets and chatting with other participants. The collaboration
manager is also responsible for dispatching external events coming from the
communication module and forwarding them to the component adapter, as well as
receiving internal events from the component adapter and sending them to the
communication module.

3.1.2 Components Adapter
The Component Adapter maintains a list of the GUI-components of all applications and
applets. This list is created with the help of the java.awt.Container class, which allows us
to get references of all applet components [13]. With the help of the main window of an
application, a list of the GUI components in the application can directly be created.
Therefore, the main window of an application loaded by the Collaboration Manager is
registered by the Component Adapter. However, Java applets do not use stand-alone
windows. They are an extension of the class java.applet.Applet and thus of
java.awt.Panel. Hence, applets can be easily placed into a window, which can then be
registered as the main window for the applet. All these registrations are done at the
Component Adapter.

After the registration is done a list of all Swing and/or AWT-components within the
loaded application/applet is created. This task is done in the same order on each client, so
that a component has the same reference identification at all clients. These references are
used to point to specific components, which are the source of the events generated
internally and the recipient of the events generated externally. With the help of the
references, the recipient of an incoming event is located and the event is reconstructed on
each client, as if it occurred locally.

3.1.3 Listener Adapter
The Listener Adapter implements several AWT listeners, which listen to MouseEvent and
KeyEvent for all AWT-components except of java.awt.Scrollbar, java.awt.Choice and
java.awt.List. For these components the Listener Adapter listens to AdjustmentEvent,
ItemEvent and ActionEvent. When an event occurs on the GUI of the application, the
Listener Adapter catches it, converts it to an external event, and forwards it to the
Collaboration Manager. The Collaboration Manager in turn sends this event to the
communication module, which propagates the event to all other participants.

3.1.4 Event Adapter
The Event Adapter works opposite to the Listener Adapter: it converts incoming external
events to AWT events, which can then be processed locally.

3.1.5 Data Flow
Let us summarize the client side's architecture through the following data flow diagram.
Figure 6 shows the overall event circulation of the system.
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Figure 6: Events Circulation

There are two main data paths in the system: the first path is labeled with numbers 1,2
and 3. This path is used to send the internal AWT events to the communication module,
and it works as follows: any Event occurred in a Java-application is caught by the
Listener Adapter. The Listener Adapter first tests whether the event is an external or an
internal event. It then sends only the internal events, which were not received from other
clients, to the Collaboration Manager, which in turn sends the events to the
communication module.
Via the second data path shown in figure 5 with numbers 4, 5, 6 and 7, the external AWT
events received from the communication module are captured by the Collaboration
Manager and the Component Adapter in order to reconstruct the event locally. After
receiving the remote event, the Component Adapter extracts the information about its
target component and sends this information together with the events to the Event
Adapter. The Event Adapter converts the event to normal AWT events and sends them to
the application, which then reacts to the event in the same manner as it would to a local
user's interaction with the application's GUI.
3.2 Utilities

Figure 7. Screenshot of a JASMINE session.

Figure 7 shows a sample JASMINE session, where arbitrary applets and resources from
the Internet have been brought into the session dynamically. The starting point with
JASMINE is the collaboration browser shown in figure 8 below.

Figure 8. Main JASMINE Application.
This is the interface that is presented to the participant. It includes a chat box where
participants can exchange textual messages in real-time. Using the “URL field” at the top
of the interface, one can type in the URL of any resource on the Web. That resource s
then brought into the session dynamically and is shared among all participants in real
time. In addition, a number of resources can be predefined before the session starts and
can be started during the session from the “Tools” menu.
Since any Java applet or application can be brought into the session, JASIMNE has a
potential unlimited extendibility property, since each resource enhances JASMINE
dynamically.
As can be seen from figure 8, JASMINE has the same moderation capabilities as JETS,
allowing for dynamic and real-time moderation of a shared session.

4. Related Work
There are many Java-based collaboration systems, none of which offer a management or
moderation feature similar to JETS or JASMINE. Kuhmünch [10] has developed a Java
Remote Control Tool, which allows the control and synchronization of distributed Java
applications and applets. Similar to JETS, this approach uses an API that Java applets and
applications must use to become shareable by the system. The Java Shared Data Toolkit

(JSDT) from JavaSoft is also an API-based framework. Habanero [1] is an approach that
supports the development of collaborative environments. Habanero is in its terms a
framework that helps developers create shared applications, either by developing a new
one from scratch or by altering an existing single-user application which has to be
modified to integrate the new collaborative functionality. Instead of using applets, which
can be embedded in almost every browser, the Habanero system uses so-called
“Happlets” which need a proprietary browser to be downloaded and installed on the
client site. Java Collaborative Environment (JCE) has been developed at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) coming up with an extended version of the
Java-AWT [2] called Collaborative AWT (C-AWT). In this approach AWT-components
must be replaced by the corresponding C-AWT components [3].
All these approaches propose the use of an API, which has the cost of modifying the
source-code of an application, re-implementing it or to design and implement a new
application from scratch in order to make it collaborative.
Java Applets Made Multiuser (JAMM) [8] is a system, which is similar to JASMINE in
terms of its objective: the transparent collaboration of single-user applications. The
difference between JAMM and JASMINE is the way collaboration is achieved. In JAMM
[6], the set of applications that can be shared is constrained to those that are developed
using Swing user interface components as part of Java Foundation Classes, which are part
of the standard JDK since version 1.2. JAMM’s set of applications is furthermore
restricted to those which implement the Java serializable interface.

5. Conclusion
We have successfully deployed and tested both JETS and JASMINE in shared sessions.
Based on our experience, the most interesting part of both systems is the moderation from
the user perspective. This enables a useful and practical session to be carried out without
interruptions. The ability to dynamically bring any resource into a JASMINE session is
another key feature enjoyed and emphasized by all users.
Since the JETS system has an API, it gives more control over resources, which allows for
fine-grained tasks such as MM synchronization which are not possible with JASMINE or
any other transparent collaboration tool. On the other hand, JASMINE’s transparency to

resources make it a very powerful tool for sharing. We believe that JETS and JASMINE
each have their own set of applications and can be used under different scenarios.
Both of these tools can be further enhanced using metadata to give different views of the
same problem to different persons. For example, a professor can see more options and
control of a resource, whereas students can see fewer options and controls. This issue is
currently under investigation.
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